WASHINGTON DAFFODIL SOCIETY
BULB ORDER - 2022
ORDER DEADLINE – APRIL 27, 2022
Dear WDS Members,
Welcome to the Washington Daffodil Society bulb order for 2022. Again
this year our focus is to offer top quality bulbs from overseas and here in
the colonies.
WE ENCOURAGE YOU TO VIEW EACH OFFERING YOU ARE CONSIDERING
ON DAFFSEEK.
The bulbs on our list are of show quality and most should thrive in your
garden landscapes as well. Some are show-quality bulbs that have not
been readily available recently. Others are new and highly recommended.
Explanation of classification and color coding: the number is one of 13
Royal Horticulture Society divisions -- 1 is trumpet, 2 is large cup, etc. The
letters indicate color; perianth color follows the division number, and the
cup color beginning at the eye is shown after the hyphen. (Y = yellow, W=White, G = green, O =
orange, P = pink, R = red.) The name of the originator and date of registration follow. Blooming
time is signified as E = early, M = mid-season, and L = late.
HERE ARE THE BUY-LAWS
● Prices are for each bulb or collection, unless otherwise stated.
● ALL BULBS ARE OFFERED SUBJECT TO CROP VARIATIONS.
● Most importantly, a April 27th deadline must be adhered to. Any later and we risk that
our suppliers will have sold out of some of the choice bulbs.
● For “limited supply offerings”, we will not reserve bulbs. They will be given to completed
orders in order of receipt. Once supplies run out, refunds or substitutes will be given as
designated on the bulb order.
● Bulb pick up and bulb exchange will be on Saturday, October 29th. You will be notified
of the venue. Don't miss the live auctions and amazing bulb picks!
● If you plan to attend the WDS meeting, your bulbs will be available there so please DO
NOT ADD POSTAGE. If you place your order through one of our valued garden club
memberships, all bulbs must be sent to one address.
● We’re sorry but we cannot deliver your bulbs to other meetings, but we would greatly
appreciate your making arrangements with a friend to pick-up your bulbs if you cannot
attend in the fall.

● Shipping within a 50 mile radius is discouraged. Please plan to attend the Fall meeting.
● SEE ORDER FORM FOR SHIPPING RATES. Note that international shipping rates have
increased and therefore our prices.
● Mail order bulbs will be shipped out the first week of November at the latest. We
acknowledge that this is somewhat late, but bulbs shipped by our European vendors are
routinely delayed by customs and agricultural holds.
Happy planting, growing & showing!
Scott Bally, Karen Cogar, Bob Huesmann & Kathy Welsh

Offerings for 2022
Miniature Collection: 5 winning cultivars at a terrific collection price. Two of each of the
following for $20.00
Baby Boomer 7Y-Y (B. & B. Heath, 2008) (E-M) 6-8 flowers per stem and lots of
fragrance.
Hawera 5Y-Y (W.M. Thomson, 1928) (M-L) Many little elfin pale yellow bells with short
demitasses cups and swept back petals. A New Zealand charmer.
Heart to Heart 7Y-Y (B. C. Heath,2017) (M) This jonquilla has many small golden yellow
flowers with swept-back petals. Fragrant!
Snipe 6W-W (A. M. Wilson, 1948)( E-M) This creamy white cyclamineus from Wales has
narrow reflexed petals and a long slender neck.
Sun Disc 7Y-Y (A. Gray, 1946) (VL) Buttercup yellow petals and a small cup that’s a bit
darker with sweet fragrance. A Wister winner.

DIVISION I
Bramley Vale 1 W-Y (C. Postles, 2015) (M) An outstanding bicolor with a distinct
frilled bright yellow cup.
$14.00
Cutting Edge 1Y-O (C. Postles, 2004) (E-M) Showy and smooth, with a very deep red/orange
cup.
$6.00
Frozen Jade 1WWG-W (J. Pearson, 2002) (M-L) One of the most elegant of the show-worthy all
white trumpets.
$14.00

Gold Velvet 1Y-Y (G. Mitsch, 1991) (E-M) Still an excellent choice for the early shows, a great
American bred flower.
$8.00
Kittochtinny 1Y-Y (W. Bender, 2001) (E-M) Another outstanding American golden trumpet,
especially useful in the Red-White-Blue Class.
$5.00
Korora Bay 1W-P (B. Duncan, 2000) (M) Nicely proportioned from the renowned breeder of
many fine pink cups.
$8.00
Millenium Orange 1W-O (J. Reed, 2007) (M) A showstopper of high caliber from the late and
much missed Dr. John Reed.
$15.00
Night Flight 1W-W (C. Postles, 1996) (E-M) Huge and impeccably formed.

$8.00

Ombersley 1Y-Y (C. Postles, 1996) (M) A very consistent show flower with a long list of awards
too numerous to mention.
$6.00
Stann Creek 1YYW-WWY (J. Pearson, 2001) (M) A handsome addition to the reverse bi-colors.
$5.00
DIVISION II
Amazing Grace 2W-P (B. Duncan, 2001) (M-L) A favorite of Brian’s pink cup successes. With a
large and deep pink cup this cultivar has racked up the ribbons since it was introduced. $6.00
Banker 2Y-0 (D. Jackson, 1995) (M) You can bank on winning a ribbon with this ultra-smooth
and consistent flower. Not to be without!
$9.00
Cameo Joy 2Y-R (P. Ramsay, 2004) (M) A joy to behold with its very round, very red cup that
gives it extra impact.
$8.00
Cameo King 2W-W (P. Ramsay, 1992) (L) Many exhibitors highly prize the flowers from Peter
Ramsay of New Zealand, and this is a good example of why they do.
$6.00
Cape Point 2W-P (B. Duncan, 1996) (M-L) We have an abundance of division 2 pink cups this
year, but they are each unique and wonderful.
$9.00

Causeway Winner 2Y-R (D. Turbitt, 2011) (M) Anyone who has followed Esker Farm Daffodils’
on-line competition the last two years is well aware of the excellence and desirability of Derrick
Turbitt’s creations.
$11.00
Entrepreneur 2W-GPP (C. Postles, 2002) (M) A proven winner overseas. Beautiful green in a
deep pink imposing cup.
$10.00
Homestead 2W-W (W. Pannill, 1972) (M) An American bred pure white large cup from an
American classic hybridizer!
$7.00
Impeccable 2Y-Y (D. Jackson, 1992) (M) Arguably, the gold standard for mid-season all yellow
large cups.
$7.00
Luminosity 2YYW-W (J. Hunter, 2010) (M) A stunning flower and a splurge, bred in New Zealand
and child of Trumpet Warrior.
$35.00
Marine Corps 2W-YYO (N. Watson, 2016) (M) A newer cultivar from Northern Ireland with Royal
Marine in its parentage.
$25.00
Oops 2W-Y (D. Jackson, 1995) (M) A large Tasmanian flower with great form and substance.
$6.00
Oregon Pioneer 2Y-P (R. & E. Havens, 1995) (M) Heavy substance in a lemon-yellow American
flower with a peachy pink cup.
$7.00
Summer Breeze 2Y-Y (C. Postles, 2005) (M) Distinctive and nicely formed, very round with soft
yellow perianth segments.
$9.00
Terminator 2Y-R (D. Jackson, 1995) (E-M) A personal favorite of Karen’s, a frequent winner and
winner of an ADS convention Best in Show.
$11.00

DIVISION III
All Rounder 3Y-R (B. Duncan, 2007) (L) A favorite for its really round form and exuberant color.
$6.50
Astrid’s Memory 3W-Y (C. Postles, 2003) (M) Highly coveted. Clive Postles believed it was the
best flower he ever created and named it in his wife’s memory.
$16.00

Best Friend 3Y-YYO (C. Postles, 2001) (M) A pale yellow perianth provides a good background
for the deeper yellow, orange rimmed cup to make this a stunner.
$8.00
Bluntington 3W-YOO (C. Postles, 2005) (L) Another outstanding cultivar by Postles. Very large,
colorful and highly acclaimed.
$12.00
Causeway Ringer 3Y-YYR (T. D. Turbitt, 2011) (M) If you admire Pacific Rim, here is a small cup
with the same quality and outstanding coloring. Exclusive to WDS!
$10.00
Good Faith 3W-P (B. Duncan, 2013) (L) Check this one out on Daffseek. The group photo speaks
clearly that color and form are consistent. Attention Pink cup fans!
$11.00
Jason’s Bay 3W-GYR (A.J.R. Pearson, 2001) (L) Although we haven’t seen this yet on the show
bench here, the wide red rims and green eyes are tempting.
$9.00
Lemon Choice 3Y-Y (B. Duncan, 2017) (M) No Daffnet photo yet, but it shares the same broad,
smooth perianth of its parent, Moon Shadow. Shown successfully overseas
$14.00
Nantucket Red 3O-R (N. Watson, 2015) (M-L) Possibly even brighter than its’ parent Sabine Hay,
this is an eye catcher on the show bench and in the garden. Named for the iconic red colored
trousers worn in Nantucket.
$25.00
Samsara 3Y-YRR (C. Postles, 1995) (M) A very successful show flower available at a great value!
$5.00
Yum Yum 3W-WWY (D. Jackson, 1986) (M-L) Some flowers seem almost too beautiful to be real
and this is surely one of them!
$7.00

DIVISION IV
Blossom Lady 4W-O (P. Ramsay, 2002) (E-M) A very tidy white petaled double with deep orange
corona segments from down under.
$17.00
Brindabella 4Y-Y (D. Jackson, 1995) (E-M) Another super neat double yellow with orange corona
segments. Wow!
$6.00
Cameo Magic 4W-W (P. Ramsay, 2004) (L) So full and white it almost looks like a camellia.
$15.00

Crowndale 4Y-O (C. Postles, 1995) (M-L) Probably the best exhibition yellow/orange double. A
must-have for any collection.
$8.00
Dambuster 4W-Y ( B. Duncan, 2006) (M-L) Has been Best in Show and is highly regarded. Oh,
and fragrant too!!
$11.00
Peach Schnapps 4W-P (B. Duncan, to be registered, Baldock x Waldorf Astoria) So new the
name was announced the week before we wrote this. Not yet on Daffseek, but we posted a
photo in our spring newsletter. Only a limited number available.
$50.00

DIVISION V
Churchfield Bells 5Y-Y (A. Harper, 2007) (M-L) In overseas competition this charming triandrus is
frequently the Best Divion 5.
$9.00
Collette 5W-W (C. van der Veer, 2015) (M) Of unknown parentage, this pristine beauty seems
to be a more refined version of Niveth. Take a look!
$4.00
Elise Havens 5Y-Y (Seedling # E.H. 93-57) No additional information, but when opportunity
knocks and has Elise’s name on it, we’re answering with an order.
$15.00

Sutherland Falls 5W-W (M. Wheeler, 2012) (M) This New Zealand charmer is bred from
Limequilla and has 3-4 florets per stem.
$15.00

DIVISION VI
Delta Flight 6W-W (D. Duncan, 1992) (M) Bred from Lilac Charm and Lavender Lass and with an
improved form.
$8.00

Lemon Goal 6YYW-WWY (John de Winter, Not yet registered, Introduced in 2020) (M-L) this is a
stunning, well-formed and very competitive cyclamineus.
$12.00
Northern Skies 6W-P (G. Mitsch, 2007) (M) Very limited supply. Substitute will be Tiger Moth.
$5.00
Rapture 6Y-Y (G. E, Mitsch, 1976) (VE) The number one favorite daffodil according to a recent
ADS poll. Indispensable!
$3.00

Skater’s Waltz 6Y-Y (G. Mitsch & R. & E. Havens, 1988) (E-M) Another fine cyclamineus that
blooms later than Rapture, with a cup that is tinged orange.
$3.50
Vineland 6Y-Y (G, Mitsch, 2001) (E-M) Arguably of better form than Rapture, but more difficult
to keep (in our experience).
$7.00

DIVISION VII
Artist’s Life 7YYW-OOR (R. & E. Havens, 2010) (L) A complicated color code for a unique
cultivar.
$7.00
In The Pink 7W-P (N. Watson, 2021) (L) No photo yet in Daffseek but the image we’ve seen has
3 florets with light pink wavy cups. Brought in lots of $$$ at auction last year.
$36.00
Mowser 7Y-R (R. Scamp, 1997) (M-L) How we miss having access to Ron Scamp’s catalogue and
his many jonquillas. Here’s a favorite we were able to secure.
$6.50
Proliferation 7W-W (R.& E. Havens, 2012) (M-L) Another favorite jonquilla. Good for breeding
7’s it is fertile.
$3.00
Tender Moment 7W-GYP (J. & E. Frey, 1994) (L) A lovely and graceful, rare green-eyed beauty.
$6.00
DIVISION VIII
Chorus Line 8W-Y (W. Pannill, 1982) (M) With numerous bi-color florets, this American bred
tazetta is highly fragrant. It’s a kick!
$6.00
Kapita Peach 8W-O (J.F. McLennan, 2017) (M) A newer variety with unique coloration from New
Zealand.
$5.00
Martinette 8Y-O (H. Tuggle, 1985) (E-M) A bright tazetta with as many as 5 vividly colored
florets per stem.
$4.00
DIVISION IX
Please see Historics for Div. 9 offerings

DIVISION XI
Bon Viveur 11b W-WWP (B. Duncan, 2003) (L) A rare 11B of show quality. We can’t resist the
striking pink rim on the cup, or the names of its parents, Party Time and Savoir Faire.
$9.00
Diversity 11a W-PPW (B. Duncan, 1999) (M) For the show bench, garden or a fabulous spring
arrangement.
$9.00
Maria Pia 11aY-R (B. Duncan, 2006) (E-M) A bright and bold favorite.

$5.00

DIVISION XIII
SPECIES Please see Daffseek
n. bulbocodium nivalis
n. cordubensis
n. intermedius
n. tazetta panizzianus Scott’s have bloomed after Thanksgiving for the past 3 years.
n. x tenuoir
n. obvallaris (The Tenby Daffodil)

$5.50
$5.50
$5.50
$5.50
$5.50
$5.50

INTERMEDIATES
Brooke Ager 2W-P (S. DuBose, 1997) (M) An outstanding American cultivar that was named to
honor the life of the daughter of a very special daffodil lady.
$4.00
Commodore Perry 1W-GPP (J. Reed 2000) (E-M) Another fine flower by the late Dr. John Reed.
Valued for its very smooth pastel pink cup.
$7.00
Machu Picchu 2Y-R (G. Knehans,2009) (E-M) Another outstanding American intermediate
flower that is a standout on the show bench. Lovely!
$40.00
Pantaloon 4W-YPP (N. Watson, 2014) (M) Vivid contrasts with pure white perianths and deep
pink petaloids.
$20.00
Reg Nicholl 2Y-YYR (C. Postles, 2003) (M) Another Postles winner of top caliber form and color.
$8.00

Rory’s Rose 2W-P (N. Watson, 2020) (M-L) We’ve been growing this one for several years and
can attest to how fabulous it is. Better than the Daffseek photo. Just introduced into commerce
and destined to be a super star. Treat yourself!
$60.00
Warm Day 2O-O (K. Reade, 1996) (M) Golden orange petals with a deep orange cup. Warm Day
is HOT!
$9.00
Wee Cracker 11aY-YYO (N. Watson, 2016) (M) A favorite of ours that is bright yellow with a
nicely proportioned cup that is set off with a broad band of orange at the rim.
$26.00

MINIATURES
Angel’s Breath 5Y-Y (Glenbrook Bulb Farm, 1998) (M-L) A dainty, scented triandrus which
blooms slightly later than its sibling, Angel’s Whisper.
$3.00
Aviva 1 W-W (L. Low, 2002) (E-M) An American bred tiny trumpet.

$3.50

Capella Gold 10Y-Y (W. Blom, 2013) (VE) A golden yellow early bulbocodium.

$3.50

Crevette 8W-O (J. Blanchard, 1992) (M) A miniature tazetta with a pastel orange cup. 2-3 florets
per stem.
$5.50
Festive Gift 7Y-Y (W. Blom, 2011) (M) A single flower per stem, smooth and with a greenish
cast.
$3.50
Hummingbird 6Y-Y (G. Mitsch, 1975) (E-M) A robust miniature of typical cyclamineus form.
Tiny and elegant.
$5.50
Jumblie 12Y-O (A. Gray, 1952) (E-M) A smaller sibling of Tete a Tete.

$3.50

Pencrebar 4Y-Y (H. Hawker, 1929) (M) An historic bright and cheerful double.

$3.50

Pico Yellow 2W-Y (unknown, 1998) (L). A sport of Picoblanco.

$3.50

Rikki 7W-Y (A. Gray, 1962) (M-L) Immaculate form, similar to Sun Disc.

$3.50

Sabrosa 7Y-Y (J. Blanchard, 1986) (M-L) 2-3 florets dance brightly on each stem.

$3.50

Xit 3W-W (A Gray , 1948) (M-L) We are besotted enough with this alabaster miniature to grow
it in pots, and bring it in on very cold days.
$3.50

CLASSICS (1940-1969) “ They may be vintage, but they can still bring ribbons home.”
Aircastle 3W-Y (G.E. Mitsch, 1958) (L) Amazingly, this older American cultivar may still win in a
class crowded with excellent competitors.
$5.50
Avalanche 8W-Y (T.M. Dorrien-Smith, 1955) (E-M) This fragrant tazeta should be in everyone’s
garden. It’s listed in both the ADS Historics and Classics lists.
$5.00
Broomhill 2W.W (F.E. Board, 1965) (M-L) An Easter Moon offspring, this lovely white is
frequently seen in all-white collections.
$4.00
Dainty Miss 7W-GWW (G.E. Mitsch, 1966) (M-L) One sweet flower per stem, glistening white
and a contrasting green eye.
$4.00
Dove Wings 6W-Y (C. Coleman, 1949) (E-M) Although a Classic, it’s got potential when it’s at its
best, to enter modern classes.
$5.00
Harmony Bells 5Y-Y (M. Fowlds, 1962) (M) Another show worthy Classic. 1-3 florets per stem.
$4.00
HISTORICS (Pre-1940)
Binkie 2Y-W (G. Wilson& W. Wolfhagen, 1938) (M-L) An older reverse bicolor.

$5.50

Buttercup 7Y-Y (G.H. Engleheart, 1890) (M) Flowers are rather large for a jonquilla.

$5.50

Crenver 3W-GYR (P.D. Williams, 1927) (L) Neat and well formed, this is a great contender in the
Historic divisions.
$5.50
Glory of Lisse 9W-YYR (J. Segers, 1901) (M-L) An Historic poet from the Netherlands with a
distinct cup.
$7.00
Hexameter 9W-GYR (The Brodie of Brodie, 1923) (L) A lovely green-eyed standout on the
Historic bench.
$5.50
Larkelly 6Y-O (P.D. Williams, 1930) (M) An early 2-toned cyclamineus. Reminiscent of Beryl
$5.50
Medusa 8W-O (P.D. Williams, 1907) This has 2-3 florets per stem. The name speaks for itself.
$5.50

Sweet Pepper 7Y-O (F.V. Favell, 1939) A distinctly deep red corona. Included by request.
$5.50

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Membership Form
Name ________________________________________________________________________
Address ____________________________
E-mail _____________________________

Newletter electronically?____ Yes ____No ______

Telephone ___________________________
____ 1 year -- Individual ($15)

____ 3 years -- Individual ($40)

____ 1 year -- Household ($20)

____ 3 years -- Household ($50)

____ 1 year -- Garden Club ($15)

____ 3 years -- Garden Club ($40)

____ 1 year -- Youth ($5)
DETACH AND MAIL SEPARATE MEMBERSHIP CHECK TO:
Ms. Kathy Welsh, Membership Chair
10803 Windcloud Ct. Oakton, VA 22124
-------------------------------------------

WDS BULB ORDER FORM – 2022
ORDERS DUE BY April 27, 2022
Name ______________________________

Club ________________________________

Address _____________________________________________________________________
Telephone _______________________

Cultivar

E-Mail ______________________________________

Quantity

Price per Bulb

Amount

Continue on next page

Postage Rates:

$21 up to 20 standard bulbs, ins. Included (medium box)
$29 up to 40 standard bulbs, ins. Included (large box)

Subtotal this page $________
Subtotal page 2

$________

Subtotal page 3

$________

Postage $_________________

Total $__________________
We are not responsible for bulbs lost by the US Postal Service.
If we cannot furnish the varieties you ordered, please indicate your preference:
__________Refund OR ___________Substitute (Late list will be sent)
Please make checks payable to Washington Daffodil Society (WDS)
Mail completed form to:
Ms. Kathy Welsh,10803 Windcloud Court Oakton, VA 22124

Cultivar

Quantity

Price per Bulb

Amount

Subtotal page 2 __________

